Formatted Hard Disk Recovery: All Multimedia files recovered

Dated: 25th July 2015
Location: Philadelphia

The Issue:

While on the verge of formatting my WD external hard Disk, my internal hard disk drive was formatted
accidentally and all the photos were lost.

The Story:

Never did I keep any backup of my multimedia files. Might be it never occurred to me regarding the
thought of losing my important photographs. Honestly saying, once I thought to transfer my photos to
my WD external disk but I never knew that before I decided to do that noble step, the damage would be
done. Being a technology freak, I had some knowledge of data recovery. I knew that for a successfully
recovery, it was better to leave the affected device then and there without operating on it. As a result, I
did not do much of any experimentation and let my MAC to be there without even touching it.

The Suggestion:
I had read about data recovery services and software. Since I lost my multimedia files, so I thought to
download and install the much reviewed and appraised software Stellar Phoenix Photo Recovery
Software.
As a precaution to take, I did not save any new files on it as it would overwrite the existing data.
Secondly, one important point to consider was the software to be installed had to be installed on a drive
other than the affected one. It was also suggested to take an image backup of the affected drive so that
the recovery would be successful. I was also not in favor of free tools as I heard that those tools had
limited features and could also further damage my affected drive during recovery process.

The solution:
The Software was easy to install and run. It quickly recognized my affected drive and after a through
scan, listed me a list of files which were previously deleted and could be recovered. Then just to
reassure myself, i right-clicked on the photo to see the preview of the file. The best part about this
software was, it was capable of scanning storage devices with capacity till 2TB.

The Result
Once I was sure of the successful recovery of my photos, I decided to go for this software.

The Conclusion
Selection of good recovery software is the key! Stellar Phoenix Photo Recovery goes a way beyond
average software. Interactive and user-friendly, ideal for professional as well as casual class and many
more reasons as to why this one is the best fit for anybody’s image recovery needs.

